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Free Booze,

Beer Party

At Cheston
by Mike Rast

The dreaded thoughts of
returning to books and classes

following spring break April 2

will cause no widespread
emotions of joy and happiness
among the majority of
Sewanee's student enrollment.

However, do not despair. Local
beer and liquor merchants are

hard at work ironing out final

plans for a "welcome back to

Sewanee" party which is

tentatively scheduled for the

weekend of April 6, the first

week end following spring

The party is being sponsored

by the Sewanee Market, Mr.
Horace May, and the new Valley
Liquor Store, recently opened
in Cowan. According to Horace,
"Actually this will be the

second annual spring party
we've attempted to put on. Last
year's party over at Lake
Cheston was such a success,

well, people have been after me
to have another one this year.

And after talking to Floyd
Hartman and Charles Ray __ , ,
/,, „ T - «..,,. The ever-present danger of
(Valley Liquor Store) they _ . ,

y
, .

B
. ,

\ . , . .? ' J fire has played an important
decided they wanted to . \T .. . , ..

* -u * i » ^l . i
role in tne history of the

contribute also. Other local ... ... , ... £ .... .
. . , . . . , , University of the South. As

merchants have hinted at .. , . .. v
. ., ,, ,, . recently as last year, the Kappa

contributing as well. A ...-..? i_

•t. « .. . Alpha fraternity house was
community effort, so to speak, , . . . *• »«J ' F

' destroyed by fire. Many
(Continued on Page 4) fraternity houses, particularly

^^^^^^^-'-^'-Vri'rTiV the older, wooden structures,

WHAT'S INSIDE? ^^oT^UntonT Se
Crossword Puzzle g Emerald-Hodgson Hospital, and
Editorials 2 Magnolia Hall (which is no
Entertainment 5.7 longer standing) were all victims

Letters 3 ofsuch conflagrations.

On the Road 7
"Tht possibility of fire

<i.t«/anee - damage is not absent today,

., -,-ru and some students are deeply
Now and Then 3 ^^^ about lt . 0ne ot

sPorts 8-10 these is Scott Deaver, proctor of
^^^*^" ' j * " »«—^^^^^^^ Gailor Hall and a member of the

Decision Soon
On Yale Lawsuit

Danger Present

In Locked Doors
Discipline Committee. His

primary concern is the existence

of "fire traps," buildings which,

because of the small number of

exits or means of escape,

contitute a threat to -student

Benedict Hall and the dining

facility in Gailor are two of the

worst examples of this type of

structure, he says. Two of the

four inside doors leading into

the foyer in Gailor are locked;

emergency exits at opposite

ends of the dining hall have also

been locked this year. If a fire

were to sweep through Gailor,

the only possibleexits would be

(Continued on Page 3)

by Jeff Wilson

A decision on whether or not
the University of the South will

sue the "Yale Daily News" over
an allegedly libelous article in

their publication, "The Insider's

Guide to Colleges," will have
been made by the time students
return from spring break, says

Vice-Chancellor J. Jefferson

Bennett.

Bennett says that the

University's localattorney, Clay
Bailey in Nashville, is flying to

New York City this week to

attorneys there over whether or

not the University should file

suit for libel.

The suit centers around a
sencence which appears toward
the end of the article. It said,

"As of this writing, it is too
early to tell what the longrange
effects of the killings of two
black students during a mild
demonstration in November
will be."

The Universtiy had an
injunction prohibiting further

distribution of the article filed

when they first learned of its

existence; however, the action

was too late as the booklet was
already on the store shelves.

Since then, the publisher,

Berkeley-Medallion Press, has

issued an errata sheet,

correcting the mistake, which is

to be inserted into all unsold

copies of the volume.

Dr. Bennett says that

whether the University files suit

or not will depend on the

recommendation of the

lawyers. If the University does

decide to file suit, they hope to

do so in several states, says the

Vice-Chancellor. He explains

that some states' libel laws

permit the filing of a suit in any

state where the allegedly

distributed, while others only
permit suit where the material

was published. They hope to file

suit in several of the states

where the article was
distributed.

Seminar

Planned
!>y Susie Burroughs

On Saturday and Sunday,

Ap" : 28-29, the University will

sponsor the Sewanee
Symposium at the National

Cathedral in Washington, DC.
The topic of the symposium is

"The Church's Involvement in

Social and Political Issues." The
program will include prominent

members of the ecclesiastical

and political communities
participating in panel
discussions and workshops on
related topics.

The seminar will be

keynoted by Dr. Clifford

Morehouse. His address will be

followed by the Rt. Rev. John

(Continued on Page 12)

Non the

editorships of the PURPLE,
"Mountain Goat," and "Cap

and Gown" should be

submitted to the Dean of the

College by 4:30 PM on Friday,

April 6.

Academic requirements are

(for the previous two semesters}

3.0 for sophomores and 2.25 for

juniors. Also, nominees must

have one year's experience on

any publication.

KA House
Construction Resumes,

Finished In June
Following a construction

delay from October to

February, the rebuilding of the

KA house is once again

underway. The difficulties in

the project began when the

architect for the building, Mr.

Godwin of the firm, Godwin

and Becket, Atlanta, died

unexpectedly last fall. The

architect was responsible for the

letting of the contract for the

new house to Sam Pardin, who
worked on the rebuilding until

the end of October last year.

The death of the architect,

along with the slow progress

being made by Pardin, led to the

decision by the members to

relinquish the original contract

with Pardin in favor of a new
contract with the firm of J. W.

Gamble and Son, Belvedere,

Tennessee. The new agreement
sets the cost of the house and
furnishings at $62 thousand.

Ty Cook, newly elected

president of the Kappa Alpha
Order, says that the new house
will be basically the same as the

old one, the major
differencesconsisting of the
addition of a bedroom and a

"tube room" at the back of the
first floor and a terrace to be
added to the south side of the

house. In order to insure the
soundness of the structure, the

plan of reusing the original

stones has been abandoned, and
the stones for the new house
will be purchased from St.

Mary's. As a result of the delay,

the house will be completed by
mid-June instead of its original

April completion date. Workers rebuild K.A. house
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Meal Tickets:

A Solution

Recently, there has been much discussion in the

University concerning student dissatisfaction with Gailor

food. However, it has been pointed out that little of this

has been of a constructive nature.

To those who criticize our "sarcastic" view of this

situation, we point to the fact that bread is now being

served on plates and the University is discussing the

possibility of purchasing an ice dispenser. We have made
some advances.

Also, we must say that student unhappiness with Saga

Food Services is not merely a local problem. A front-page

story in the March 2, 1973, edition of the Loyola

University "Maroon" reports: "The Student Government
Association will conduct a thorough investigation of Saga

food service in an effort to resolve the numerous
dissatisfactions expressed by Loyola students concerning

its operations.
"

There is an ultimate solution to this problem. This

would be for Saga to serve on a meal ticket basis, and
students would pay for the meals they plan to eat. Those
who are repulsed by finding green worms intheirlettuce or

plastic bands in tasagna can go elsewhere to find

nourishment.

As it now stands, each student pays $650 a year for

meals. It does not seem fair for students who never attend

breakfast to pay for those who do.

Saga has informed the PURPLE that this meal-ticket

plan would result in higher prices for individual meals but

the students would pay only for what they eat. This

would result in an overall net savings for most students.

Yet, Saga says that it cannot implement this plan
because it would require the checking of student ID'S at

each meal, and that students find this repugnant.

This proposal could be worked out in many varying
ways to the mutual satisfaction of all involved. Students
would be able to use their food money to their best

advantage, and Saga would be forced to improve food
quality as a result ofsimple competition.

We feel that they monetary savings students receive

will far outweigh the hassle of showing ID cards.

— R. Dale Grimes

Editor

Top Drawer

Perhaps

As news of the explosive

Middle East crisis filters daily

through the news media, the

focus of. the world community
that egio

Military and political clashes,

fraught with danger to world

peace, become more frequent as

the underlying causes become
more difficult to decipher in a

war that has seemingly lasted

since the second millennium.

Until quite recently, the

conflict in the Mid-East was

framed in terms of an

Arab/Israeli conflict, Arab
people signifying Egyptians,

Syrians, Jordanians, Lebanese,

etc. With regard to the

Palestinians, it has been only in

recent years that many people

(especially in the U.S.) are even

aware of their existence. Today,

the conflict has resumed -

! its

true colors; a struggle between

Israel-Zionism, and the

Palestinians. The world knows
about the Palestinians today

because they have finally

engaged in an all out struggle for

liberation. Their case is no
different from that of any other

movement for liberation.

Perhaps there is a need for

reconsideration of some of the

facts regarding the situation of

the Palestinians.

In 1948, Israeli forces

occupied a substantial part of

Palestine in violation of the

United N a tions partition

resolution. A well-organized

Western-trained Jewish

minority physically and literally

chased an Arab majority

beyond the borders of their

country. During the following

twenty years, the Israelis

refused to negotiate and

continued in their occupation

of Arab land. In 1967, more
Arab territories were overtaken.

As a result, over one and a half

million Palestinian inhabitants,

as well as other Arab peoples,

were forcibly brought under

military rule of the Israelis.

Forty per cent of those

inhabitants still live in camps as

refugees and Israeli rule

becomes increasingly arbitrary

there. These people want

nothing more than to return to

their country, practice some
self-determinism and enjoy the

basic rights of human dignity

and individual freedom, but

they simply have no place to go.

Faced with this situation, the

Palestinians appealed to the
international conscience by

petitioning the UN and by filing

protests against the successive

resolutions, the United Nations

has not gone beyond
"reaffirming" Arab rights and
"deploring" Israeli behavior. In

the meantime,, Israel continues

to work for further expansion.

Like all oppressed people in

the non-Western world, the

Palestinians have little chance of

being truly represented in the

West. Although located in the

Middle East, Israel, herself, is an

island of the West (Golda Meir
was born in Milwaukee) and a

product oF western imperialism.

The West will continue to favor

Israel and Zionism, in as much
as both Israel and Zionism are

Western.

is true that the

litted against the

Jews by the West have made it

indebted to them. But the fact

that expiation is carried out at

the cost of another people does

not constitute whatever guilt

may be on the Western

hundred, and the later

assassination of two American

diplomats by Palestinian

terrorists. These horrors only

suggest that the situation has

become increasingly hopeless.

Had the United Nations

taken adequate measures to

implement their resolutions, the

The past two weeks have

brought two more tragedies in

the Mid-East: Israel's downing
of a Libyan airliner and the

consequent death of over a

(ediat< sfor

might have been removed, and

one wonders if the situation

today could have been radically

different.

Give you a little push, George ?

RALPH
by Pat Pope

"What's that you're wrii

Ralph?"

"Oh, it's just a letter to

editor. I thought I would \

in and complain about a

"Like what, Ralph?"
"Well, I start off by

complaining about things in

general. And then I talk about
things that bother me in

"That's pretty profound,

Ralph. They'll have to print

that."

"I hope so. But that's just the

beginning. Next I really put

them on the spot by asking

some touchy questions."

"Like what, Ralph?"

"Well, first I ask them why
they pick on Gailor all the time.

I tell them that I'm sick and
tired of reading about the bad
food, the bad

bad atmospher

them. I have to

"That's
Ralph."

"Then I ask th-

meal ticket thing.'

nd the

After all, I tell

>lling them,

i about this

neal ticket thing,

; a screwy idea that

you should only have to pay for

the meals you eat. I'm against it.

I like the idea of paying for

every meal that they serve."

"A lot of people feel the way
you do, Ralph."

"That's why I'm writing this

letter. I wanted to let them
know what people thought. I

wanted to tell them that people

are tired of all this

complaining."

"It is getting a little out of

hand, isn't it, Ralph?"

"That's right. Just last week

this Rag Man fellow was

complaining about nothing. He

said that nothing was sapping

the precious life blood out of

Sewanee."

"Why can't he leave well

enough alone, Ralph?"

"I don't know. Some people

are just like that. Take those

guys who write 'On the Road.'"

They're always stirring up
trouble."

"You're absolutely right,

Ralph."

"They criticize everything.

Sewanee Laundry, Bishops

Common, Gailor-nothing is

sacred to them."

"I hope they print your

letter, Ralph."

"I hope they do, too. I want

them to know that there are

people in the world who don't

see any value in complaining."

"They can't call you a

nplainer, Ralph. That's for
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Sewanee — JVoti? And Then
As early as 1860 the

historian William Giles Dix in an
address to the trustees of the

University of the South said

that "Sewanee" came from a

Shawnee word connoting

"south" or "southern." He
pointed out that Indians had
referred to the whole
Cumberland plateau and

Letters

to the

Editor
To the editor:

Step by step our so-called

"cherished Sewanee
institutions" ' are crumbling.

First, the coat and tie rule was
abolished at the library, later to

be followed by its abolishment

in Gailor. What's next? Soon we
will probably be informed that

wearing a coat and tie in classes

has brought great disfavor and
must be done away with. An
idea such as this is beyond
recognition. Why destroy one of

the few traditions we have left?

The consequences are
astounding. For example, upon
arriving for the first time on the

campus the average person is

impressed by the well-dressd,

well-mannered student. What
will his opinion be if this

tradition is destroyed?

The big question's this: Were
the students really asked their

opinion of the coat and tie rule?

Were the polls analyzed in order

to form a general feeling among
the campus? I would guess that

a majority of the campus would
support the coat and tie rule.

Good-bye Sewanee
traditions. You were changed as

the time changed.
Unfortunately old traditions

and new students don't mix.

-William H. Johnston III

To the editor:

In the midst of people

starving to death at the mercy of

Gailor food, the bitter

disappointment of persons who
expected to go hiking with Jesus

in person, and the general wave
of cynicism, stand I, the village

idiot. Why am I an idiot? ! I gues

it's because I don't get excited

about life's little hardships.

This publication as a forum
for and collection of student

thought and ideas is, at the same
time, a major proponent of the

idea that "Life is a Constant

Hassle." While this may not be

inconsistent with Sewanee, it is

inconsistent with life in general

and it is for this reason that I

condemn the PURPLE.
Perhaps I am not as

intellectually advanced as the

journalists whose wisdom is

freely donated to the PURPLE
and therefore I may not be able

to see the "Truth". But if this

"Truth" is that which preys

upon honest, well intentioned

persons for its twisted humor,

the truth that strikes before it is

struck, then it is not worth

having. Give me, therefore, the

Idiot's "truth", that which

thrives upon love,Iove of fellow

man, love of nature, and love of

"getting into" even the simplest

thing. There is nothing more to

say, this letter already reeks of

redundancy.

Peter Trenchi, III

Cumberland River valley as

"Sewanee."

The American Indian epic,

"Walam Olum," an
interdisciplinary tome of 379
pages, holds categorically that

"Saawaneew" was used by he
Algonquian Indians between
Indiana and the Delaware coast

to refer to "south," the

direction in which lived bands

of their fellow tribesmen who
had .migratedl seven centuries

ago toward the middle
Tennessee and Cumberland
plateau areas.

In 1953, John P. Harrington

of the Smithsonian Institution

wrote that the Shawnee Indians

inhabiting lands west of the

Great Smokies used a word
sounding like "Sewanee" to

mean "southern."

"Walam Olum" (Indiana

Historical Society, 1954), or

"Red Score," is the migration

legend of the Lenni Lenapi

(Delaware) Indians as they

moved ever so slowly from
northeastern Asia, across the

frozen Bering Straits, up the

Yukon River, across the

Canadian Rockies, and down
southward in a crescent which

found them east of the

Mississippi River a thousand
years later.

This astonishig book is the

product of two decades of study

by linquistic, historical,

archeological, ethnological, and
anthropological authorities, of
whom- Dr. Eli Lilly, honorary
alumnus of Sewanee, is one.

The "Walum Olum" is - or

was - a document of
unparalleled significance among
North American Indians. It was
a story painted (Red Score) on
sticks and kept in bundles
generation after generation. It

told in pictographs a tribal

legend dtting from creation to

the coming of the white men to

the North American coast. Its

scope is comparable to that of

the Pentateuch (first five books
of the Old Testament) or the

"Odyssey" except that its

compilers could not write.

There are five books or songs
totaling 183 verses.

By tragic misfortune none of
the sticks survives. By incredible

good luck there have been
preserved eighty pages of
careful notes and illustrations

by Professor Constantine S.

Rafinesque, a botanist and
historian teaching at
Transylvania College (1814-25),

who compiled the record and
translation in 1833. Apparently

the Indians passed on to their

children songs which went with

the pictographs. These songs are

spelled out in phonetic English

and retranslated into original

Delaware, then back into

English to arrive at the present

version. In the process a

Delaware dictionary and a

compiled.

To Dr. Lilly was assigned the

task of establishing a

chronology based on internal

evidence. From his
speculations, the Lenapi Indians

may have crossed the Bering Sea
in 366 AD, arrived at "Snow
Mountain" (perhaps eastern

Montana) in 808, crossed the

Mississippi about 1000,
remaining in Indiana from
about 1136 to 1245 and
crossing the Alleghenies about
1327. According to Dr. Lilly,

those descendants of the

original oriental immigrants

who had not digressed at the

several points of parting must

Fire Traps Dangerous
(Continued from Page 1)

through the two unlocked front

doors, or through the kitchen.

The huge boiler, which is

located in the basement of
Gailor, could explode and cause

part of the floor of the dining

hall to collapse. He admits that

the possibility of such a disaster

is "remote," but one which
should be considered
nevertheless.

Benedict Hall is another
potential "fire trap," Deaver

explained. There is only one
entrance, at the front, and the

archways leading into the

cortyard have been blocked by
large iron gates. Benedict's

proximity to the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity house increases

the danger, since the Delt house
is old, constructed mainly of

wood, and has old, deteriorating

electrical wiring. A blaze in the

fraternity house could cause a

"textbook disaster" in

Benedict, says Deaver. Those
girls who could not escape

through the frong door would
be forced to go into the

courtyard to to jump from
second-story windows. The Delt

house, which is a three-story

building, could collapse onto
Benedict, and girls in the

courtyard, trapped there by the

iron gates, would be burned to

Other dormitories and
buildings have several exits

which students can utilize in

case of fire. Tuckaway has a fire

escape, a rear exit, and a

basement door; Courts and
Trezevant have open archways
leading to the outside. The
other girls' dormitories also

have adequate means of escape.

The main problem with a

single exit, says Deaver, is that

flames can burst out in front of

that door, effectively cutting

off an escape route. Some
"locked doors should be

unlocked, and the gates at

Benedict removed," he believes.

Dr. John M. Webb, Dean of

Students, minimized the

problem of fire and emphasized

the administration's interest in

the subject. Benedict Hall,

completed in 1963, is a newer
dormitory which contains a

minimum of flammable
materials. It is constructed

primarily of stone, brick, and
concrete, Dean Webb explained.

In the newer dormitories, only
the built-in furniture would
burn well, and the danger of fire

is considerably reduced. In

Benedict, he says, there are two
stairways leading to the ground
floor, and from there the routes

of escape are "almost infinite."

In most places, one can step

through a first-floor window
onto the ground without danger

of injury. Dean Webb also

explained that the nearby Delt

house would collapse INWARD,
not onto the dormitory; the

faters and beams are built in

such a way that, if burned or

destroyed, they will fall down
into the house.

Gailor, which was built just

after the Second World War. is

constructed of concrete and
stone, with slabs of concrete

serving as foundation and
floors. The boiler is inspected

frequently to ascertain its safety

and the existence of any
malfunction. Even if it were to

explode, the thick concrete

floor would probably not

collapse. Dean Webb
maintained. He admitted that

the two fire doors were locked,

but added that, in most places, a

student could "step out onto
the ground" from one of the

numerous windows lining

Gailor 's walls.

He defended the policy of

locking emergency doors and
the gates at Benedict, stating

that these measures were to

"protect against theft." Local

people could also enter the girls'

dormitories; manipulation of

these doors is "not difficult" for

"law-abiding." This possibility

is not only theoretical ; recently

two amorous locals became
infatuated with an unwilling

coed, and managed to sneak

nto her dormitory to "visit"

The administration is very

says Dean
Webb. This concern is

exemplified in the recent

removal of a padlock on an

emergency door in Cleveland's

basement, at the order of

Vice-Chancellor J. Jefferson

Bennett, Inspections are held

periodically in an effort to

determine the quality of safety

precautions.

Dr. Webb did not know
whether a standard specifying a

necessary number of exits

exists, but feels that "one is

about to be established." *Jew

laws limiting the quantity of

mattresses have been created,

and there are other indications

of an approaching safety law.

The PURPLE is beginning a

new feature in the next issue

to be titled: "Purple

Forum - Reader's Reply."

The first topic concerns your

opinion of the following quote

from an editorial in the

PURPLE, December 12, 1963.

Send your comment to: The

PURPLE, SPO.

"Sewanee is going to the

dogs and everyone knows it.

The Golden Age of the

Mountain has passed. The last

bastion of Southern manhood

is crumbling. The former

famed intimacy is no longer

possible. Soon there will be

ONE THOUSAND students in

the University, all eating in

Gailor and at onetime."

have arrived at the Atlantic

about 1396. Here they may
have seen whites "floating in

from the north and from the

south" in 1625.

The part of "Walam Olum"
which may refer to Sewanee is

found in Book V, verses 9 and
10: "When Little Fog was chief,

many of them went away with

the Nanticoke and the Shawnee
to a land in the south." At this

point the phonetic spelling of

the Indian word which referred

to this southern region and
coincides with the known
movements of the Shawnees at

the time.

Several other theories as to

the derivation of the name
Sewanee seem discredited by
the new evidence. These
theories include (1) a Creek
word Sawani was translated

"echo"; (2) a similar word in

Shawnee signified "lost"; (3)
another similar Shawnee word
meant foggy or misty; and (4)

the completely unfounded
notion that Sewanee meant
"MotherMountain." Room for

speculation on point (3) is

provided by the fact that the

above-mentioned chief Little

Fog was called Tank-awon, the

"awon" meaning fog or

cloud — (S)awon(ee).

The New York speculators

who finished the "steepest

railroad in the world" of the

mountain from Cowan in 1856
named their first the Sewanee
Mining Company. They would
have changed the name of their

headquarters from Tracy City

had not George Rainsford

Fairbanks noted in 1867 that

the post office north of

Memphis named Sewanee had

just lapsed. He applied to

Washington authorities before

Arthur St. Clair Colyar, the

mining company president,

heard of the opportunity. Prior

to 1867 — verified by all Civil

War maps — the present campus
area was known as University

Place.

All research thus far leaves

unanswered the question

whether or not the name
"University of the South" was

chosen because it was located at

a place known to the Indians as

"south" or "southern region."

Probably not. There seems

ample evidence that the

founders chose "of the South"
simply to identify the

stitu tjie

lion about to

become, briefly, a nation. The
fact that "the South" had also

the (he

aboriginal hunters who prized

its abundant game is probably

pure coincidence.
— "Sewanee News" by

ABC, February, 1964.

Liquor S/c

Wincheste,

TRY A HAMBURGER, FRENCH FRIES, AND

MILKSHAKE

MONTEAGLE
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ResultsFollow GailorMeeting
There have already been

results from Saga Food Service's

ad hoc committee on Gailor

food, which met on March 6.

More than a dozen points

were discussed, ranging from ice

to egg salad by the ten people

present.

Action has already been

taken on the PURPLE's
complaint concerning open

bread baskets (bread is now
being served on the serving

lines) and bids are now being

received on an ice-dispensing

machine, to solve the problem

of open ice buckets. Saga

expects to have the new unit in

operation when students return

from spring break.

Another complaint voiced

was that of dehydrated food-

Then ; several topics of

discussion concerning the

preparation of food. Students

asked that the egg salad be

prepared in a different fashion

(chopped instead of blended,

and this has been remedied),

that the breading on fish be

brought back up to its previous

level of quality, that Saturday

ROTC Valuable'

Unit Reinstated'
After an initial decision to

cancel the Air Force Reserve

Officers Training Corps

(AF-ROTC) program here, the

Department of the Air Force

has rescinded that decision.

Following a letter from
Vice-Chancellor J. Jefferson

BenneH, and Mr. James P.

Gillican, Air Force Deputy for

Reserve Affairs and Education,

decided that the AF-ROTC
program at Sewanee was
worthwhile.

In a letter to Dr. Bennett

dated February 16,Gilligansaid

that because Sewanee was not

requirements for the number of

officers commissioned each

year, the decision had been
made to "close down the

AF-ROTC unit."

Shortly thereafter, Dr.

Bennett wrote Gilligan a letter

explaining why he felt that the

AF-ROTC program should be

maintained. He stated, in part,

"ROTC has been a valued part

of our program here and a

significant career option offered

for students."

Bennett cited the fact that

enrollment here is on the

upswing and predicted that

Sewanee would be meeting the

minimum standards before

long. He pointed out that there

are currently four persons

enrolled to be commissioned in

1975, plus eleven others who
have qualified, well over the

annual minimum number of

Gilligan will make a second
evaluation of the program after

the final totals for fall

enrollment are in, but for the

present, the program is once
again active.

••••••••
Spring vacation begins at

noon on Saturday. Ail students,

except members of the Order of

Gownsmen, are required to

attend all morning classes on

that day.

Students who find it

impossible to meet all their

classes on Saturday, March 17,

are required to secure an excuse

in advance. The possibility of

suspension exists for those

students who miss classes.

•••••*••

Valley Liquors

We are 1st in Cowan,

You are our 1st concern.

Just across railroad tracks

Phone: 932-7063

Billy's Hut
PIZZAS TACOS - CHILI

HAMBURGERS -

STEAKS COLD BEER
Open Tuesday - Sunday

11 a. m. to midnight

Phone 924-9131
Next to the Mountain Restaurant

night steaks be cooked in some
way besides well-done (the

volume of food presents Saga

from providing much of a

selection in this department),

and that tomatoes be put in the

tossed salads.

The possibility of running

buffets on alternate Saturday

nights was also discussed, but no
decision was made so that

committee miimbe rs could talk

to the students and find out
their opinions on the matter.

Country ham was suggested

as an entree at dinner and Saga

said that they would serve it.

Also, a country breakfast was
talked about and it was to have

been served Wednesday.

Several persons, who are not

members of the food
-e present: Dean

of Students John Webb, Dean of
Men Charles Binnicker, Dean of
Women Mary Sue Cushman,
Director of Auxiliary Services

Tom Lotti, and R. Dale Grimes,
editor of the PURPLE. Three
administrators from Saga were
present: Bill Shaw, regional

manager out of Atlanta, Jim
Samuels, local food service

director, and Larry Strickland,

Gailor manager.

Free Drunk At Lake
(Continued from Pagel)

is really snowballing into what is

expected to be a gala affair.

"We wanted to do something

to make our presence known to

as many people at Sewanee as

possible," says Charles Ray of

the new Cowan store, "and

when Horace mentioned the

party it sounded like a good
opportunity to get to know
everyone."

The Valley store will furnish

liquor and mixers, while the

Sewanee Market is expected to

have plenty of beer and snacks

on hand. Some form of

entertainment is being sought.

As things stand now, plans

are to have the party at Lake
Cheston again, probably

Saturday April 7, with

festivities beginning late in the

afternoon and lasting up into

the night. However, if the

weather does not cooperate,

one of the fraternity houses will

be called upon to furnish a

place.

Final plans are expected to

be consummated long before

the return of students to the

Mountain, so all (including

faculty!) can look forward to a

fine time, with plenty of free

booze on hand.

As for the booming success

of last year's party, Horace
reminisces, "I got drunk as hell,

and somebody threw me in the

lake. We really had a time!"

Some good advice may
follow from this: if you get too
drunk, stay away from the lake.

Wanted!
people who can:

If you can spend some time, even a few hours, with someone who needs ,

a hand, not a handout, call your local Voluntary Action Center.

Or write to: "Volunteer," Washington, D.C. 20013 \\fe need you.
The National Center for Voluntary Acri

ffi-
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entertainment!

I Purple bookreviews
MUSICMOVIE
OKREVIEWS
ARTPOETRY

Minnesota Orchestra

Minnesota Orchestra Performs
The Minnesota Orchestra

conducted by Stanislaw
Skrowaczewski will perform in

Guerry Hall at the University on
Friday, March 16, at 8 PM. The
Minnesota Orchestra is the

largest orchestra ever brought to

Sewanee by the University

Concert Series. The concert will

India and Ravel's choreographic
poem, La Valse.

Founded in 1903, the

Minneapolis Symphony (since

1968, the Minnesota Orchestra)

has developed over its long

history into one of the top
major orchestras in the United
States. Among the noted
conductors whose genius has

brought the orchestra to its

eminent position .were three
leading practitioners of the

conducting art — Eugene
Ormandy, Dimitri Mitropoulos,

and Antal Dorati. The present

Skrowaczewski, is a brilliant

musician who during his tenure
with the orchestra has affixed

his own unique stamp on its

sound.

Already a well-known

conductor and composer in his

native Poland, and throughout

Europe, Skrowaczewski made

his United States debut in 1958
with the Cleveland OrcHestra at

the invitation of the late George

Szell. During the next two years

he conducted again in Cleveland

and also with the New York

Philharmonic and Pittsburgh

and Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestras. In 1970
Skrowaczewski first appeared as

conductor of the Metropolitan

Opera, performing Mozart's

A Look At The Arts
by Mary Jane Mathis

If anyone is interested in the

display of Polish movie posters

and collection of photographs
by Robert Matarazzo, then go
by the University Art Gallery
Friday afternoon, the last day

of the showing. Dr. Edward
Carlos describes the posters as a

"fun show." Hopefully, the

Center is sending a show on the

use of photography in

printmaking. Accompanying
Matarazzo's photos is a poetic

explanation for each picture.

Wildlife Week Set
Plans are being readied by

thousands of local and state

groups across the country for

participation in the 36th

Annual National Wildlife Week,

set for March 18-24.

The theme of the 1973

Wildlife Week, sponsored each

year by the 3.5 million member
National Wildlife Federation

and its state affiliates, is

"DISCOVER WILDLIFE - It's

Too Good To Miss." Focus of

ek will be on the ;

citing, joys that i , be

The University Chess Club

meets every Thursday night in

Walsh-Ellett 206 at 7 :30 PM. All

interested students and faculty

are urged to join and to attend

the meetings regularly.

found by Americans of all ages

in the outdoor, natural world.
The executive vice president

of the NWF, Thomas L.

Kimball, commented on the

Wildlife Week's poster symbol, a

young wood duck shown just

emerging from its nest. "And
it's nearly as easy for people to

take that same step, to break
out into nature and see what
beauty it has to offer."

During this year's Wildlife

Week, Kimball urges that

families "get out and enjoy our

wild resources. The experience

can open up an entirely new

"Too often," Kimball said,

"American families see wildlife

and the rest of the natural world

only through attractive

magazine pictures. It's out there

to be experienced right now and

it really is too good to be

His work is reminiscent of Wynn
Bullock's images of nude and
nature.

An additional note on
Matarazzo — many students

may not be aware that he has

spent the winter on the Sewanee
campus. Now, he plans some
articles on Savage Gulf and a

collection of cioseup pictures of

local insects. Matarazzo is a

graduate of Boston's New
England School of
Photography. Also, he is a

student of Stephen Geroh, who
worked with Ansel Adams.

Arisen," and two Negro
spirituals. Also included in the

selections are two Poulenc

motets and other pieces written

in Latin, and a German
Christmas Carol. Last Sunday
night the

Chapel

During the spring i

the University Choir, under the

direction of Joseph M. Running,

DMus, begins its annual tour.

This year the choir will visit

many Episcopal churches in

Tennessee, Texas, Mississippi,

Louisiana, and Alabama.
The program covers music

performed at the University

during the year, plus many new
pieces. Some especially

gave the first

All Saints'

r repertoire. If

n any of the

where the tour goes, do
ss the choir's visit.

This Friday night, March 16,

the University Concert Series

will present the Minnesota

Orchestra in Guerry
Auditorium at 8 PM.

The orchestra is conducted

by Polish-born Stanislaw

Skrowaczewski, who is also the

musical director. The concert is

part of a 48-week season in

which the performances exceed

150. The program includes

Mozart, Brahms, Chavez, and
Ravel, for a variety of
entertainment. This is, of

the last

An internationally
recognized composer, Maestro
Skrowaczewski has had great
success with such works as his

Symphony for Strings, which
has been performed in recent
years by the Cleveland
Orchestra, New YorK
Philharmonic, and Chicago

Symphony. A new
,
Skrowaczewski composition,

the Concerto for English Horn,

was given its New York

premiere by the Minnesota

Orchestra at Carnegie Hall in

1970 and performed by the

Philadelphia Orchestra in 1971.

In addition to conducting

twelve weeks of concerts in

Minneapolis and St. Paul during

thel972-73 season, Mr.

Skrowaczewski will direct the

Minnesota Orchestra on
regional and national tour and

in a special series of March

performances in Mexico City

Admission to the concert i;

by Concert Series season ticke

and student ID's. Single ticket-

will be available at the door fo

$5, children with an adult S3
Seats cannot be guaranteed fo

those arriving after 7:30, so al

patrons are asked to come early

interesting additions are the ^^
Spanish Easter Carol, "Christ is

ethe spring break.
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—ALSO ON SAT.—

OLDHAM THEATER

Winchester
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'Peter Pan ' Never Got Off Ground
by Mary Jane Mathis and" elaborate children's theatre

productions in creation. The

This past weekend, the story's appeal is notsimply that

Purple Masqui

direction of Mary
Gilchrist, made four attempts to

create the fantasy of "Peter

Pan," by J. M. Barrie. Barrie's

play is one of the most beautiful

of a fairy tale for small chidr

but that of a special truth of

ere hard put to pass the

ren a fairy tale.

One character in

roduction mad
I Ins

for

"grown-up" world. Yet the

Edward Julius, 1973 Targuro CW?3-3

l. Small Vehicle
5. Surviving Fragi

10. Licks Up
Ik. United States 1

15. Speak Thsatrlci
16. Hurrows and Lli
17. Of Greatest Ex-

Expunge

Removes MoiBture
Shout of Surpris

Again

n (pi.)

Solution c

Flightless Bird

magnanimous attempt to

survive i his unfortunate

surroundings and to convince

the audience that dream worlds

can be real. James Williams as

Captain Hook of the Jolly

Roger portrayed everything

that is expected of the

somewhat endearing rascal.

From the wonderfully
ellVmnKile clown who can

dance and sing himself across

the stage to the evil pirate who
duels with Pan to the frightened

child-like man who flees from

the time-carrying crocodile,

Hook carried the adience

through Never-never Land.

Sadly, he sometimes had this

task as a single undertaking.

Another bright spot in the

show came with every

appearance of Rue Gilchrist as

Michael. This little boy, many
years younger than most of the

cast, displayed a remarkable

ability in turning the youngest

lost boy into a living and

endearing character.

Miss Carla Van Arriam as

Peter Pan must be congratulated

for remaining on the stage under
some of the worst technical

conditions possible. Her
interpretation of flighty Pan
was much more real than the

famous one of Miss Mary
Martin. A vitality and
playfulness ensued from her

which revealed the complex
character of Peter Pan.

Equally good in handling

alio Run

Placement Office News

Pritchard as a hilarious Mr.

Darling and Miss Andrea
Gribble as the stereotyped

English maid, Liza. Wendy,
portrayed by Miss Susan
Griffin, strove hard under the

pressures of this show to

survive. Often she did a good job

with a lovely touch. The most
coordinated chorus was the

group of pirates who followed

well the leadership of Captain

Hook. Miss Margaret Ford as

Tiger Lily carried off well as the

luring Indian leader. The tribe,

though, was often spoiled by
too much foolishness on the

part of many braves and by a

general tendency to break into

hysteria at their own wittiness.

Yet this malady was not
suffered by only this one group
of actors. The play seldom held
the tone of professionalism or

1 the attempt to achieve it.

The 1

CAMP COUNSELORS
Mrs. Aaron from Camp

Brynafone, Rhinelander,
Wisconsin, will be on campus
Friday afternoon, March 16.

She is interested in talking to
prospective women counselors.

Make an appointment in the
Placement Office.

GRADUATE TESTS
Deadline for registration for

the April LSAT is March 23.

Deadline for registration for

the April GRE is April 3.

Deadline for registration for

the Na
Examination is March 22.

All of these applications
must be mailed at least five days
before deadline dates.

will be in the Union on
Thursday, April 5. She will talk

to- junior women of the new
program offered by the Army.

The Student Officer Program
pays $490 a month during your
senior year in college and
entitles you to medical and
dental care, PX and commissary
privileges, and an accrual of 30
days leave annually. You will

not attend military meetings
nor wear a uniform. After

graduation you will be
commissioned a second
lieutenant in the Women's
Army Corps and serve a tour of

management position.

spectacles ever put upon a stage.

In an ill-timed dance number,
the girls blushed and giggled
their way through the act in an
attempt to excuse the number.

The production would not
have been so chaotic if the
technical side had been better
coordinated. What was Peter
Pan when he answered, "I say,
can you really fly?" by instantly
crashing to the floor? How
much impact did a rescue carry
when the rescuing kite crashed
Wendy about the set, knocking
over various pieces of scenery as

she went. Occurrences like these
were not limited to the flying.

JUNIOR WOMEN ONLY
Captain Concetta Stanzio

of the Women's Army Corps

Old Cowan Road
967-0126

The show was the largest

fiasco that this reviewer had

ever watched. A production has

very little chance of succeeding

when one night Peter Pan opens

with "You silly ass" (against

director's instructions) and on

following nights said "You silly

mule" and next "You silly ass."

If the cast was not willing to

follow the director's

instructions — no matter what
the instructions were — or not

have insisted they be changed,

but instead did as one pleased;

then the show is doomed to

failure before it opens. This was

evident in the lack of

and

One saving aspect of the

technical design was the sets by
Gary M. A. Harris. Yet there

was nothing to help them carry

the mood — even the lighting

was pooriy designed to enhance
the atmosphere.

Perhaps the Purple Masque,
under the direction of Mrs.

Gilchrist, was not prepared for

such a demanding exploration

into theatre. Yet if everyone
had hopefully and faithfully

worked together under a strong

leadership for the best show
possible, then the element of
make-believe in its believable

sense — the element which
appeals to the child in us

all — could have saved the play.

In all honesty, "Peter Pan"
never got off the ground.

Foggy Mountain Breakdown
by Penn DilwTjrth

"Sonny & Brownie"
Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee

A & M Records (SP 4379)

I saw these folks on TV not

too long ago, and was very

impressed with their musical

abilities. Sonny Terry on
harmonica and Brownie
McGhee on guitar and vocal.

This album is somewhat more
glamourously produced,
though, and features such
"sidemen" as John Mayall, Arlo
Guthrie, Sugarcane Harris on
violin, and John Hammond on
slide guitar.

Sonny and Brownie have
been playing together for 33
years, a feat which is not easily

>mplished. The addition of
ih<- usly ntio

"sidemen" adds much to their

music. Arlo Guthrie's; vocals

and guitar accompaniment fit

right in, and John Mayall does

some amazing harmonica duets

with Sonny Terry.

The best cuts on the album
are "Sail Away," by Randy
Newman, which features Arlo

Guthrie with Brownie McGhee
on guitar and "Sonny's Thing,"

with Sonny Terry and John
Mayall on harmonicas and

Sugarcane Harris playing violin

is a song you wilt enjoy even if

you try to convince yourself

that you don't like blues.

This album is, without a

doubt, one of the best blues

albums to have been released

this year. Sonny and Brownie,

although well on in years, have

finally broken into the popular

music field, and hopefully their

work will soon gain the

recognition it deserves.

"The Dark Side of

theMoon"
Pink Floyd'

Harvest Records (SMAS-11163)

When I began to listen to this

album, I was hoping it would be
a step farther in the

development of this musical

group; however, when the first

side was over, I was wondering if

I hadn't stumbled on a

repackaged "Obscured by
Clouds" (Pink Floyd's previous

release). The progression I had
hoped this album to be an
example of simply had not

come about. THis album isn't

really that bad, it just sounds
like old material released to

promote the group's tour.

Side One begins with "Speak
to Me," a strange, rhythmic
combination of what sound like

various kinds of office

equipment in rhythmic
patterns. The next song is called

"Breathe," and can be described

as "typical Pink Floyd" — most
of the songs fall into these two
categories. The main reason that

this album does not appeal to

me is its mediocrity exhibited

by these two songs and the rest

of the album.

Tonights
easy pick-up

BUCKET OFCHICKEN . .

.

1 5 Pieces Tender, Tasty Chicken
I Pint Delicious Cracklin' Gravy
Melt-in-your-mouth Biscuits

(serves 5 to 7 people)

Take it from the Colonel . . . "it's finger lickin' good!®
Take home Kentucky Fried Chicken tonight. All you
do is pick it up. The service is sudden.

We fix Sunday dinner seven days a week.

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

K«ntiitfkij fried Ckkkm,
Winchester
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On The Road

Sewanee Mobility — Par Excellance

Wi

We and
gentlemen, to the first annual
Concours d' Elegance of
Automobiles at Sewanee. As
everyone knows, Sewanee is one
of the world's major crossroads
of the ridiculous and the

sublime. Nowhere is this more
evident than in the automobiles
seen daily on the various streets

and parking lots of the domain.
Because of this, it is high time to

enter into competition with the

major auto shows of New York,

London, Paris, and Turin wit l:

our own special show-The
Sewanee Concours d' Elegance
of the Automobile.

Basically, there are three

classes in the show. The three

catagories are: Special Interest,

being that class of auto not
normally seen on the streets of

the world. Competition/sports,

cars of the SS396, GTO, Shelby

genre, and the Luxury Touring,

cars most at home on the

nation's highways.

Let us consider the most
predominant class of Sewanee
car, Special Interest

Automobiles. These range from
Poels and Volkswagens that,

through the years, have gained

some rather strange accessories,

from frustration or necessity,

such as bullet holes and
neo-L&N front bumpers, to the

more ostentatious chrome and
fin fatalities of the fifties. These
cars do have special attributes: a

100% guarantee against theft

and they are impossible to lose

in a crowded parking lot.

Next, let us consider the

more sporting breed of Sewanee
car. The owners of these have a

running love affair/feud with

their friendly insurance agents
and service station attendants.
The epitome of these cars,

usually late model GTO's or
Plymouth Roadrunners, can be
found at the end of any number
of very long (and very black)
skid marks, its owner proudly
measuringlength of same.

Last, but not least, is a

catagory that is unfortunately
shared by the realm of the ersatz

landau iron-"genuine" wood
grain bathtub and the more
refined English/European
touring car. The former,
personifications of the Detroit

truism, "The bigger, t

better," may be seen cruisi

the streets with enough runni

lights to put the Queen Mary
shame-and operate on about
the same budget. The latter

group exudi
refinement, and prestige to the

nth degree-quietly and without

the tactics of a Hollywood

So there you ha
and gentlemen, o
world's finest

automotive greats,

and not-so- greats. CAR AND
DRIVER, eat your hearts

Choir To Make Spring Concert Tour
by Julie Montgomery

On March 17, when the

majority of Sewanee students
will be set completely free for

two long weeks of spring

vacation, thirty six members of
the choir will be leaving for their

annual spring concert tour. This
spring, the tour will last from
March 17 until March 29 and
will cover four southern states.

> be presented in

iphis),

litis the
service of Evensong which
encompasses a long period of

musical history. It is a form of

Anglican choral worship,

including Gregorian chants and
traditional versicles and
responses sung in four part|

harmony. Also to be performed
are works by Byrd, Victoria.

Kuhnau. and Bach:
Tschaikowsky and Grieg, as well

as twentieth century pieces by
Poulenc and Robert Starer and
Negro spirituals.

Shreveport, and

New Orleans), Mississippi
(Hattiesburg, Jackson, and

Meridian) and Texas (Longview,

Houston, Dallas, and San
Antonio). All of the twelve

concerts will be performed in

Episcopal churches. Dr. Joseph

M. Running, University

Organist and Choirmaster will

direct the group. Choir officers

this year are: Nancy Tucker,

President; Judith Ward,
Vice-President; Lynn Wayne
Nichols, Secretary, and Stephen

Burke, Business Manager.

After returning from the

spring tour the choir will

perform essentially the same
program at St. George's Church

in Nashville and will travel to

Washington, D. C. the weekend
after Easter to sing at the

National Cathedral for the

Church in Falls Church, irginia

of which fromer Universitj

Chaplain Joel Pugh is rector.

Volunteers

Needed

the lists in the Dean of Women's
office. Help is needed for the

transportation (we need people

students it is good publicity.

.1 think the members of the

choir are particularly unselfish

by giving up their long spring

vacation to make the tour and

for the University by meeting
sprm g party weekend to sing in

Dr. Running c_

his choir members by saying: "I

think that on these annual tour,

the choir gets a lot of exposur

with alumni and prospecti\

Be careful with fire:

There are babes
in the woods.

And those baby animals and trees need a

place where they can grow up strong and

healthy. The forest is their home. When you

come to visit, please don't burn it down.
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Purple Sports

ATO's Edge Beta's Retain Title

Hejna shoots over Peden to put ATO's ahead

by Dick Grefe

For the second year in a row,

the ATO's have won the IM
basketball title. Monday night

the ATO's defeated the Betas

29-26, to clinch the

championship. The Betas had

beaten the ATO's during

regular-season play, but this

time the ATO's scrambling

defense and outside shooting

turned the tide. The fact that

the game was played in the big

gym probably had a lot to do

with the ATO win, also; with

more room to run around, he

smaller ATO's were not as easily

dominated by the Betas' big

men. A combination of very

tough defense and erratic

offensive play caused the

incredibly lowscore,

Bruce Peden opened the

game's scoring at 7:27 with a

20-foot jumper for the Betas.

Gordo Watson broke the ice for

the ATO's at 5:35 with a

jump-shot from 25 feet. After

that, the teams exchanged
baskets fairly evenly. Ted
McNabb missed his first 3 shots

from the floor, and then hit for

2 from 25 feet with 2:12
remaining. Mike Lumpkin
missed 'The Insider's the period,

led the charge to the boards as

both teams concentrated on
defense and ebounding. The
first period ended with the

Betas leading 8-7.

The second period was
marked by more tough defense

as only 8 points were scored.

The ATO's took a 9-8 lead at

4:24 when McNabb hit a

jumper. Jeff Stilwell regained

the lead for the Betas with a

driving lay up at 2: 36. The most
significant event of the period

was Mike Lumpkin's third foul,

coming with 1:56 to go. A
jumper by Peden and two free

throws by Stilwell put the Betas

aheadatthehalf,14-9

The ATO's hustle nearly ran

the Betas off the floor at the

beginning of the third period.

McNabb stole the ball for a

layup at 7:16, and Watson stole

it again less than a minute later

as the ATO's pulled within a

point at 14-13. However, the

surging ATO's were slowedwhen
Bob Linn blocked a McNabb
shot and then forced

3:36. Lumpki
fron nd Linn put i;

offensive rebound at 2:

boost the Beta lead to 18-13.

Still well's two free throwns and

Dennis Hejna's 25-footer

brought the score to 20-15 as

the period ended.

Hejna's two baskets and

Lumpkin's bucket brought the

score to 22-19 with 6:22 left.

However, Lumpkin picked up,

his fourth foul at 6:00.. Watson's

25-foot shot brought the ATO's
to 22-21, before Tom Cowan
put the Tau's ahead 23-22 at

4:31., Roger Ross came right

back to put the Betas back in

front 24-23 with 4:15 to go. At

this point, the defenses

tightened, and no scoring took

place until Cowan dropped in

two free throws to give the

ATO's a 25-24 lead. Incredibly,

the Betas retook the lead,

26-25, only seconds later as

Ross tipped in a bucket.

However, much of the suspense

came to an end when Mike
Lumpkin fouled out at 1:58

Lumpkin had been the Betas'

leading rebounder and scorer, as

well as the key to their defense.

Now more confident of board
strcngh, the ATO's shot from

outside, with Watson hitting a

jumper at 1:20 to give the

ATO's a 27-26 lead. After the

Betas' failed to score, Watson

hit two free throws with just

0:16 remaining to give the

ATO's a 29-26 victory.

The scoring for the game

ATO's — Watson 10, McNabb 8,

Hejna 6, Cowan 4, Upperco 1;

Betas — Lumpkin 8, Ross 6,

Stilwell 6, Peden 4, Linn 2.

In the playoff for third place

the Independents edged the

KA's 50-47. The first quarter

was marked by sloppy floor

play and outstanding defensive

rebouding by both teams.

Bobby Coleman's 8 points led

the KA's to a 10-6 lead at the

end of the period.

In the second period, Chris

Boehm's six points and Doc
Beam's work on the offensive

boards placed the KA's.

However, Eric Benjamin and

Eliott Gordon scored 6 points

each, as the Independents

pulled to within a 25-24 margin

at the half. Gordon's
rebounding and Albert

Linderman's hustle on both

defense and offense kept the

KA's from pulling away.

Gordon and Benjamin led

the way as the Independents

took control of the boards in

(Continued on Page 9)

Unutrrstty

Supply §>tott

It's Midnight — You're Hungry, And

You're Thirsty. Where Can You Go

MILNERS
Try a sandwich from our delicatessen and a refreshing drink from our cooler. We a

have potato chips and other such snacks.

DRIVE ON OVER AND SEE US

rry, but we can't sell beer after midnight
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Fiji's Drop Snakes, 51-43

(Continued from Page 8)

the third period, Benjamin
scoring eight points in the

period. The KA's got into a fit

of foul trouble with Coleman
picked up his fourth with 1:08
to go. By the end of the quarter,

the Independents had surged to

a 36-33 lead.

The final period was marred
by cold shooting until late in the

period as both teams traded

baskets. The KA's took a 41-40
lead at 2:26 as Boehm hit a

15-foot jumper. Hank Rast
came right tuck with a 20 footer

to put .the Independents back in

the lead 42-41. Boehm and Rast
traded baskets again as the

Independents maintained a

44-43 edge. When Bobby
Coleman fouled out with 1:01,

the game degenerated into a

fouling contest. Linderman
scored four points on three

throws and Gordon 2 points as

the game ended 50-47, -the

Independents on top.

Scoring for the game:
KA — Coleman 13, Beam 12,

Corder 8, Boehm 10, Cook 4;

Independents — Benjamin 20,

Linderman 12, Gordon 10, Rast

4, Nichols 2, and Tipps 2.

The Independents had
advanced by defeating the

Sigma Nu's, 45-44. Elliott

Gordon scored 18 points for the

winners, while the Snakes were
paced by Jim Cox with 16 and
Mac McGee with 14- In the

semi-finals, the Independents
fell to the ATO's by the score of
64-41. Gordon again led the

Independents with 22. Tom
Cowan had 15, Ted McNabb 16,

and Bill Tempieton 14 for the

ATO's.

The KA's had advanced to
the semi-finals by beating the

SAE's, 42-37. Bobby Coleman

and John Corder had 14 each

for the KA's, while Gary Martin

led the E's with 16. In the

semi's, the KA's were defeated

by the Betas, 33-29.

'B' League
In the *'B" League

championship, the Fiji's

defeated the Sigma Nu's, 51-43.

Steve Bishop led the winners
with 18, while ex-varsity player
Byron Lingsfieid had 17 points.

The losing Snakes were placed
by Frank Walker's 13 poits and
Robert Moseley's 10 points.

In the playoff for third place,

Iskra defeated the Lambda
Chi's, 60-50. Bill Gregg had 24
points and Tom Hendershot's
15 for the victors. The
fourth-place Chops were paced
by Chip Pritchett with 14 points

and Don Seifert with 12.

Action under the boards in 'B' League championship in which Figi':

conquered Snakes 51—43

Supply Store

Cowan

MONTEAGLE SUPER MARKET

FRESH WESTERN BEEF

cut to your order

Party Items

Ted McNabb shoots long for two

nd limb.

Pie.

attempted to formulate a

apologize if I have made anygrave

the Purple Sport?

Second Team
Will Jenkins (SAEI

Dennis Hejna (AT0I

Bill Tarve

Gordo Watson (ATOI

TyCooMKAl

ddress all complair

Editors. I collect stamps.

"A" LEAGUE
First Team
Mike Lumpkin (BTP]

Gordon (IND)

John Flynn (PTD)

Bobby Coleman (KA)

Ted McNabb (ATOI

HONORABLE MENTION

Chris Boehm (KAI. Doc Beam (KAI, Albert Linderman (IND). M
McGee (SN), Jim Cox (SNI, Roger Ross (BTP), and a cast .

thousands.

"B"LEA6UE
FIRST TEAM

Bill Gregg (Iskra)

Tom Hendershot (Iskra)

Lindsay Logan IDKEI
Mike Ledford (IND)

Gary Sims (CP)

HONORABLE MENTION

ChuckHill (CP), John Alley (BTP), Mike Ingram (DKE), Rob Clark

(ATO). Chip Pritchett (LCA), Norman Jetmundsen (LCA). Frank

Walker (SNI, and Mary Kennedy (Iskra).

Cowan Liquor Store

NOW OPEN!

(located next door to Cowan Cafe)

Phone: 932-7265
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Chops look on as Freaks bomb from Charity stripe— Iskra won 60—50

The NCAA Bid: Big Deal

Cam Cantrill

By now, if you have been

reading the PURPLE Sports at

all you are probably a trifle

weary of hearing about the

basketball team and Coach
Davalos. I don't blame you, I am
too. However, with the recent

furor over the NCAA bid and
the speculation it caused as to

Davalos' future at Sewanee, and
the reputation of Sewanee's
athletic progTam in general, we
felt that some things needed to

be cleared up to the satisfaction

of all concerned.

If you read the Chattanooga

Times coverage of this business

about the bid then this comes as

no new flash, but for those who
didn't exactly undersold,
here's what happened.

"At the time it kinda hacked

me off. .
." This was how

Davalos described his reaction

to the NCAA's selection

committee's decision to make
the offering of the bid

contingent upon a playoff with

UTC. Davalos said, "I think us

coming on like we did [they

won their last 14 games in a

row ] really surprised the

committee but with a 3-13

record the year before I think

they thought that we would
take anything we could get."

The main thing that

mystified most people as far as

this writer can tell was the fact

that UTC was offered the

playoff deal before- the

Tennessee State-UTC game was
even played. Even the

Chattanooga Times made it

clear that UTC's chances for a

bid depended upon their

"showing" in the game. 95-65
just ain't much of ashow.

However, Davalos feels that

"they do the best they can in

selecting in the teams and
there's no sense in making a big

deal about it." He assured me he
wasn't going to lose any sleep

over their decision. But he also

added "as long as I'm coach I

won't be satisfied with any

second class treatment." And
this is obviously what it was.

"The students who attend

Sewanee do so because they

don't want to go to a second
class school or receive a second

class education and the players

felt the same way about the

bid."

Davalos went on to say that

long before the end of the

season they decided that had
they lost any one of their last

seven games (4 of which were on
the road), they would have
automatically turned down the

bid anyway. Whether this

speaks well for the coach and
team I'll leave up to you. But in

in favor of a bigger and better

job offer was inevitable. This

was his reply: "This year has

been the most satisfying year I

have ever had in my career as a

coach or a player. Let's face it,

my first two years up here were

hell because I wasn't used to the

players and they weren't used to

me. During that time I did a lot

of soul searching and really

wondered if we could have a

i S. « I .ill.

the this

Davalos made it clear that if

they had had a choice between
going to the NCAA or beating

W&L for the CAC
championship, they would have

much rather beaten W&L.
All this is very commendable

on the part of the team but I,

like a number of people at

Sewanee, couldn't help but
wonder about Davalos' personal

ambition (which is about as well

disguised as a freight train. ) The
question of his leaving Sewanee

I even applied for a job

elsewhere last year but I got to

thinking that I would leave

Sewanee a loser. I did not get

the job and I'm very happy that

I didn't. I'm just trying to do the

best job I can for Sewanee and

right now I'm very, very

satisfied. I have a great assistant

and I don't intend to apply for

another job. I don't plan to

leave Sewanee—I have a home

[It might be interesting to

note that when I tried to

contact Davalos to do this

interview, he was in Nashville

recruiting two high school
standouts.—Ed.]

Team Undefeated
Sewanee's tennis team is

currently sporting an admirable -

3-0 record after competition'
last week. There was also a

match Wednesday, too late for

this week's PURPLE.
The team opened the season

with a 6-3 defeat of the
University of Tennessee at

Chattanooga and proceeded to

finish first in a three-way match
with Marshal) (2nd place) and
Young-Harris (3rd place). Both
of the latter teams were
defeated by a score of 7-2.

Gerard Brownlow, who plays
first position in the singles

competition for the team, is 2-1

,

losing in the Marshall match, as

if Richard Lambert, who also

lost in the Marshall contest.

Both the third and fourth
position players are 2-1 also as

they both lost to UT-C. They
are John Horton (third

position) and Winston "Winky"
Cameron (fourth position).

The fifth position (Bill

Yates) and sixth position (Brad
Gioia) players are undefeated.

In doubles play, Brownlow
and Cameron have lost once out
of the three matches they have
plaed (losing to UTC) while the

Horton-Yates matchup and the

Lambert-Mike Harris matchup
are undefeated in doubles

The team will host
Kalamazoo Friday afternoon at

the Charlotte Guerry Tennis

Hopes For Success
by Kevin Harper

Though hit hard by
graduation, the Sewanee track

team hopes for another

successful season. Coached by

Dennis Meeks
;
the team will be

depending on quality to carry it

to victory; loss of veterans will

The field events appear to be

the main area the Tigers have

improved in. Aside from last

year's standouts, alternate

captain Bobby Newman (shot

put, discus) and John Mackersie

(shot put), the team adds

freshmen Jeff Bennett (long

jump), Steve Tipps (pole vault).

Randy Dunn (shot put), Jeff

Parr (javelin), and Mark
Harbison (high jump). Bennett

will double in the sprints and

Harbison will also run hurdles.

The springevents are another

strong area for the team. Along

with multi-sprint man and team

captain Ellis Mayfield will be

440-yard dash man Reese

White, who has a run of 49.2 in

the quarter mile. The shorter

sprints will be filled by 9.8 in

the 100-yard man Chris

Prothro, Gaylord Walker, and

Gordo Watson. Veteran

intermediate hurdler Tom
Hodges will return in his

specialty.

Sewanee will have to depend

a lot on freshmen to gain points

in the middle distance and

distance events. Only returning

lettermen are Tom Phelps

(880-yard run, mile), Clark

Scott (3 mile run), and Kevin

Harper (3 mile run); all veterans

from this fall 's successful

cross-country team. The talents

of freshmen Marshall McLean
(880-yard run, mile), Charles

Morgan {880-yard run, mile)

and Steve Smith (3 mile run)

will be a welcome addition to

the team.

A Sewanee sports team has

finally made it to the pages of

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED.
The University ski team was

the subject of an entire

sentence of last week's edition

of SI. The team members have

graciously offered to make
the mse Ives available for

autograph sessions.

The potential for a fine

season is obvious. There appears

a good chance for school

records to fall in several events.

The thinclads will travel to

Florida for the first week of

spring break for a week of

training and competition.

Coach Meeks looks for the team
to pull a few surprises on some

Indians

Take Handball

In the most lingering and least

publicized sports in IM's, the

Independents beat the Sigma
Nu's and the score wasn't even

The surprise player of this

year's IM Handball Tournament
was Pete McClelian of the

'

Independents. Defeated in the

second round of singular

competition by Paul Allen of

the Sigma Nu's, he upset Tray
Yarborough (ATO) and Wayne
Marlowe (LCA) to face the

Sigma Nu's once more in the

finals. Losing in hard fought
games of 21-14, 6-21 and 21-10,

he and teammate Robert Patton

finished second in the doubles
with the ATO team of

Yarborough and Kevin Lenahan
winning.

Under the point system used
here, 60% of the final score is

given in doubles and 40% in

singles. For this reason, all the

Independents had to do to win
was finish one place ahead of

the Sigma Nu's in doubles,

which they did by defeating

them 21-14, 19-21, and 21-14 in

the finals of the losers bracket.

Robert Patton's serves
supplemented to Pete
McClellan's game as Patton
continuously served well, he
ran the final seven points in the

third game.

Credit should be given to

Brad Gioia of the Snakes for

keeping the game as close as it

was, as Paul Allen played
lackadaisically.

Now with the tournament
finally ended, the results are

(Continued on Pagell)

We're Moving To

A New Location,

But Still Selling

The Same Fine

Products

BOULEVARD
LIQUORS

Winchester

Next to Scottie's in Winchester
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Lacrosse Downed
By Vandy

The Sewanee lacrosse team
met its first defeat Sunday
afternoon at the hands of a

more experienced Vanderbilt

team. In the game played in

Vanderbilt's football stadium,

Sewanee was outscored 14-4.

The game for Sewanee got

off to a poor start with Sewanee

number of penalties. Because of

these penalties, the Sewanee
club had eleven goals scored

against it in the first half.

However, in that same period,

John Camp and David Voorhees
each had their first goals of the

The second half was a much
closer contest, with Sewanee
working more effectively. In the

third quarter, Sewanee only had
four goals against it while John
Camp scored his second. In the

last quarter only one goal was
let through and John Camp
scored again, bringing his total

to three.

The outstanding players in

the game had to be John Camp
David Voorhees, Emerson
Lotzia and Bryant Boucher.
David Voorhees wowed the

crowd with his stickhandling

and defense work. Both Lotzia

ahd Boucher did very well in

hampering Vanderbilt's attack.

Sewanee's next game will be
March 31 at the end of spring

break and will be against Tulane
in New Orleans.

The Sewanee club in its first

encounter was assisted by the

coaching of Dr. Arthur
Berryman. Also boasting the

morale of the team were the

nearly fifty Sewanee students

who showed up to support the

team and have a good time in

the sun in the stands.

Sewanee's next game will be
Saturday, March 31 in New
Orleans in Tulane and the
support of any Sewanee
students who might happen to

be in that area during break will

be greatly appreciated.

Tourney Planned
by Win Sinclair

There will be a mixed
foursome golf tournament on
April 21-22. It will involve the

much talked-about Scotch or

alternate shot format. As there

will be no handicap involved,

members of the men's golf team
will not be eligible. In the

interests of attracting a large

field, however, all women trying

out for the women's golf team

will be expected to play. Golfers

may enter individually or

choose their own partners. A
poll will be taken to determine

interest and therefore entry fees

(probably around $2 per
couple) and prizes (dinner for

two at a local restaurant).

Interested persons are asked to

fill out an entry form and sent it

to Scotch Golf, SPO, either

before or after spring break.

WUTS
FRIDAY NIGHT

AN ALL NIGHT EXTRAVAGANZA

Featuring Staley Colvert 9 to 1 a.m.

Plus The Shadow —
- The One and Only

To Be Played at a late hour on Friday

FREE BALLOONS, ALBUMS, AND SINGLES

Help celebrate WUTS First Anniversary

Tune in on Sunday, April 1st

.

WUTS has a surprise planned for you!!!!!!!

CELEBRATE SPRING --- LISTEN TO WUTS

"Grassroots" To Aid Youth Center
Operation Grassroots is a

renewal program designed to

carry out the ideology of the

Sewanee Youth Center, and to

rejuvenate its physical plant.

This new program has been
established as a forceful attempt

to develop the Youth Center

into a meaningful institution for

they youth of Sewanee. The
program is not directed to

people who only wish the best

for Sewanee's youth, but to

those persons who are willing to

give themselves in a total effort

toward the needs of the youth.
Under the newsupervision of

David McNeely, director, a few

genuinely concerned students

have been working with the

presently attending youth in

getting the program off to a

good start. For the past week
these volunteer students have

BRIDGE
You are South and have bid

three hearts over East's two
spades. You have won the first

trick with the ace of spades.

How do you play next? You
hold:

NORTH
S: 6 4

H: A8 3

D: AK7 4

C: 543
SOUTH
S:7

H: K 109 6 4

D: 10 2

C: KQ 10 2

In this case, the obvious

solution is not only the best, but
also the only way to make
contract. Although Declarer has

only eight trump, the ace-king

lead insure contract. A double
heart finesse changes an easy
contract into down one. The
entire hand:

NORTH
S: 643
H: A8 3

D: A K 7 4

C: 643
WEST EAST
S:10 5 2 S:KQJ98
H:7 5 H:QJ2
D:953 D:QJ86
C: AJ987 C: 6

SOUTH
S: A 7

H:K1096 4

D: 10 2

C:KQ102

Handball

(Continued from Page ID)

Indians first, followed by last

year's champions, the Sigma

Nu's, with the ATO's third,

LCA fourth, and Iskra fifth.

Special recognition is

deserved byDoufMahon (Iskra),

who improved and showed great

development throughout the

competition.

SEWANEE
STEAM
LAUNDRY

LET US DO YOUR
CI.I-.ANING

FOR YOU

MED LINEN

I LLOWSUPS

rowELS

The best way to play this is

to lead two rounds of trump and
leave the queen out. Declarer

can then count two diamond
tricks, two club tricks, one
spade trick, and four trump
tricks for contract.

The double finessee through

West would lose to the jack, a

club would be led through

initiated the painting of wall

murals, as the first phase of the

self-expression program. The
latter phase will be directed
towards supervised day-to-day
activities. However, we need the
help of the ENTIRE
community or this program
cannot reach its full capacity.

We need adult leadership and
particularly more youth
participation.

Declarer. West wins that trick

with the jack, leads the ace, and
the third club is trumped for

For a three bid, Declarer

usually expects to finesse for a

trump trick. In most cases,

however, it is not only
unneccessary, but dangerous to

finess if a better way is evident.

FCA Seeks Members
The Fellowship of

Christian Athletes is a national

organization hearquartered in

Kansas City, Missouri. With

chapters located throughout

the United States, the purpose

of the FCA is to bring together

opk- rith

athletics and Christ.

The organization is open to

both male and female,

participants.

A chapter of the FCA is

being organized here at

Sewanee under the capable

leadership of Phil Jones.

Meetings are held each
Wednesday night at 7:30 in

the basement of Carnegie,

Room 2. Everyone is invited,

and you don't have to be a

jock to attend.

WAKE UP WITH US

Coffee 5 cents per cup

Monday - Saturday Mornings

7:30 - 8:00

LUNCHEON SPECIAL

Jumbo Hamburger
French Fries

Milk Shake 1Choice of Flavor)

s1.00
Monday - Friday 1_1_: 30_-_ 1 :30

SUPPER SPECIAL

Steak Sandwich

French Fries

Large Coke

95'

STUDENT UNION
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Paper Racket Fruitful
nave "800" numbers
(inward-WATS) so that patrons

across the country can call in

their orders toll free.

Companies selling term

papers to college students have

grown so large, according to the

April edition of Esquire,

published today, that they have

become multi-million dollar" 0ne company, according to

concerns. Term paper Hies,
the E^uire article;'WhyJohnny

once the province of Can't Flunk," maintained a file

fraternities, are now handled by of over ten thousand papers and

firms that do nationwide issued a catalog of its wares,

business and in some instances Term papers written to order

Sewanee Symposium

Features Chancellor

Dr. Rober
Assistan. Professor- of Political

Science, wiii speak at this

nunth's University Forum on

Thursday,Marchl5, at 8:15 PM
in Blackman Auditorium. His

topic is "Dissent in the Soviet

Frasure has published several

pieces on British politics and

taught a course on the Soviet

Union in the college last

He spent a large

portion of the summer of 1972

in Moscow, Leningrad, and

Kiev, and thus brings not only

his academic knowledge to the

subject but his immediate

experience as well.

The entire University

community is invited to attend

Dr. Frasure 's lecture this

Thursday.

(Continued from Page 1)

T. Walker, speaking as

proponent, and by Mr. Stephe;

C. Shadegg for the opponents.

The will

address itself to rebuttal of

Proponent-Opponent
statements, workshop
challenges, and general

summarizing. John Chancellor

of NBC news will serve as panel

moderator. Members of the

panel will be: The Rev. Dr. C.

Fitzsimons Allison, author and
professor at Virginia Seminary;

Visitor Expresses Views

On University Atmosphere

[The following is a reprint of an

unsollicited article which appeared

in the Oct, 18, 1972 Issue of the

PURPLE. The author is David A.

Vtooters, who visited Sewanee last

spring. Several readers have

expressed interest I'm obtaining Mr.

looters' address, which we have

mceived, and it is: David Wooters.

It is a soft spring rain. It

doesn't pound on the streets

and sidewalks, if just falls.

There isn't the usual hurry
and chaos most rains bring,

but the people unhurredly

carry out their daily affairs.

No one hates the rain and this

is good. This is Sewanee.

It would be difficult to -

determine what makes The
University of the South at

peaceful. Maybe it's the

remoteness — the small town
lies an hour's ride to a major
city. Maybe it's the size of
the university — only 900
students attend this Episcopal

college. Or maybe its the

location — set on the top of a

mountain which overlooks

the rural valley. No one
knows what makes this such a

tranquil place, but everyone
knows that it is. And that is

The got hie buildings,

constructed of sandstone
quarried from the area, are
the first things that make the
visitor slow his pace. Old
buildings are comfortably
spaced and separated by
green lawns, decorated with
violets and small white wild
flowers. Oaks and yellow
noplars grow straight and

solid as do the fragrant pines,

while dogwoods gently spread

their four-petaled blossoms,

flowering as if tomorrow may

Daffodil-lined walks near

the campus or the
high-cetlinged cathedral, with

its stained glass windows,
provide the most peaceful

surroundings on top of the

university-owned mountain.

The campanile builds a tune

to every hour to mark the

passing of the day for the

students. Everyone is

unhurried and the dress code
pulls Sewanee back one day
more. Gowns are worn by all

professors and students with

higher grades. Girls wear

dresses to class and meals and
the boys wear coats and ties

- although often
complemented by T-shirts,

tie-dye shirts, cut-offs, and
tennis shoes.

The student union consists

of a theater and restaurant

where a dime will buy a

blueberry ice cream cone to

while talking with

business is conducted by
university men. The massive

problems of the city are not

here. The attitudes of the

ople all-to

attitudes, and if nothing new
is said, the calm „ will

continue. There are few
worries and with the real

world far away it is easy to

relax and sleep. Sewanee has

cars, electricity, poverty,

hate, and running water — all

the elements of a

troublesome c

are fewer here.

If you place a young man
or woman from a well-to-do

But they

ily i

ceful the

ily- ends
Somehow, the union is of

that perfect blend to make it

a gathering place without

becoming a hangout.

The life is easy here and
the people are better for it. A
"hello" is more a one word
conversation than a greeting

and your Raliegh Super
Course can sit unlocked
without being stolen.

Sewanee, the small town
adjoining the school,- is part

of the ten thousand acre

domain owned by twelve

Episcopal diocese. The town

council. There is no mayor.
There is no council. The
homes are leased by the

Tennessee; Dr. Smith
Hempstone, author, and

associate editor of the

Washington "Evening Star";

Hart L. Mankin, esq., general

counsel for the United States

Navy; Dr. Harry C. McPherson,

Jr., author and former aid to

President Lyndon B. Johnson;

the Rev. Dr. Robert R. Parks,

rector of Trinity Parish in New
York City; the Rev. Dr. Carroll

E. Simcox, editor of "The
Living Church"; Wallace O.

Wastfeldt, Jr., producer of NBC
Nightly News; and the Rev. Dr.

Charles L. Winters, professor of

theology at St. Luke's School of

Theology, Sewanee.

Those who have accepted

invitations as seminar leaders

are : the Rev. Dr. Lee A. Belford,

Chairman, Department of

Religion, New York University;

the Rt. Rev. Christopher Kellar,

Bishop of Arkansas; Dr. Marion

Pearsall, anthropologist and
sociologist; and Armistead I.

Seldon, esq., Washington

attorney.

The Rt. Rev. Girault M.
Jones, Chancellor of the

University, will serve as master

Rosenberg, author of the

magazine article, "All of my
employees are college

graduates. The writers all have

at least MA's and most of them
have PhD's. Except for maybe

the Rand Corporation, I

probably have the most highly

educated staff of any company
in the country."

Although some states have
outlawed term paper
sales.business couldn't be
better. Despite the New York

law banning such

term paper companies c

to advertise in New York c

newspapers.

^Little can be done to combat
store-bought papers, reports

Esquire. Stephen Mindell, a

deputy chief in New York's
Bureau of Consumer Frauds and

Protection who handled the
state's prosecution of a term
paper mill, told the magazine,
"The sad part of this whole
business is that if we close down

enough of these companies and
get them to go out of business,

or even underground, all we'll

succeed in doing is reducing the

problem to an acceptable level."

Appealing to the conscience

of the student also does little

good. One student told Esquire

that cheating "doesn't bother

me as much as flunking the

course would." "Once you start

using these things," the student

continued, "you're more or less

hooked. You can't take C's and

D's when you know you could

buy A'sandB's."
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chances are great that he will

sleep and not wake up till he

leaves, four years later. The
demand of academic work
and the absence of immediate

problems allows his mind to

become numb to others'

problems. He may become so

comfortable in his
overstuffed life that his

emotions atrophy from
under-use. You talk about
pollution and he agrees you
should use waste containers.

You talk of war and he says

he agrees The War Between
the States was terrible for

both North and South. And
you talk about poverty and
he thinks you mean being

overdrawn from the local

Sewanee and its university

aren't heaven, but they are a

retre t. They aren't the

answer, but they are a help.

Reason is easier to come by
in quiet places, but the

danger of falling asleep to the

world is also greater. Quiet

breeds both thoughtful and
thoughtless men. .

Symposium. The Rev. Dr. John
M. Gessell and Dr. J. Jefferson

Bennett will also be participants

in the program.

The University Choir will

sing a concert in the National

Cathedral on Sunday followed'

by choral evensong with the

Presiding Bishop preaching.

University students will serve as

sergeants-at-arms for the

Saturday sessions. Any students

who would like to participati

are asked to contact John
Bratton at the alumni office.
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PUB
NEW HAPPY HOURS

Tuesday before Study Day and Friday

4 P.M. -6:30 P.M.


